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FIESTA & JOLLIFICATIONFIESTA & JOLLIFICATION

TEEJ
Teej festival is a yearly celebration that marks the advent of
monsoons commonly known as sawan. It is also called the festival of
swings. Teej festival is associated with Lord Shiva and Goddess
Parvati. The festival of Teej is synonymous with mehndi adorned
palms, flowers, bangles, bandhani dupattas and mouth watering
ghevar. 
Students of Pre- school and Pre- Primary celebrated the festival of
Teej with great enthusiasm on 30th July 2022. The children came
dressed in traditional attires.
A Teej Mela was set up in the school courtyard with different stalls
displaying sweets, bangles, jewellery, handicrafts and flowers. Our
tiny tots were very excited and keen to apply henna on their hands .
Little champions had enjoyed the Swings in school premises.
To make this day extra special,  mesmerizing dance performances
were given  by  tiny tots. 
The event was a grand success and a great learning experience of our
Indian culture for our students.



JANMASHTAMI
To mark the birth of Lord Krishna -
the festival of Janmashtami was
celebrated with mirth and joy by
Nursery wing on 18 August, 2022 .The
day indicated the beginning of hope
in the older times, a hope that the
malicious rule of Kansa would soon
end. The fragrance of flowers,
soothing aroma of camphor and the
jingle of bells filled the air with
gaiety and positivity.Students were
outfitted in colorful attires and
disguised themselves as lord Krishna
and Radha with flutes, peacock
feathers and matkas.A peacock
feather and matka craft activity
added dazzle to this celebration. Our
little tiny tots enjoyed a lot . This
celebration brought devotion,
recreation, entertainment and fun all
together .



RAKSHA BANDHAN
To promote Sustainable Development Goals for conserving
the environment while carrying forward the age-old
tradition and culture, Brilliants’ Convent Celebrates Raksha
Bandhan in a unique way by introducing Rakhi Making
activity with  Plantable Seeds using organic materials as a
token of love, care and affection shared between brothers
and sisters.
With a promise to safeguard mother earth, our global
citizens had exchanged beautiful and sustainable rakhi's
holding seeds with each other as a token of longing
relationship. 
So, let’s join our hands to contribute in saving Mother Earth
by gifting seeds...



To mark the 75th independence day of India, Brilliants’ Convent
Pitampura held a plethora of events and activities for celebration of

Indian Independence. A whole week was dedicated to celebrate Azadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav and various activities like Prabhat pheri,Flag

colouring, Slogan writing, craft work,made beautiful Rangoli with
vibrant colours,singing of patriotic songs, speeches to understand the

Tricolor code. Our teachers shared stories of our freedom
fighters/martyrs during special assembly, Heart throbbing dance
performances filled our hearts with a feeling of nationalism and

essence of belongingness towards our motherland.

BCS wishes every Indian a very
HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY

AZADI
KA

AMRIT MAHOTSAV



TEACHER'S
DAY

To honor teachers and recognize the effort that they put into
shaping young learners, the students of Brilliants’ Convent
celebrated Teachers day on 3 September 2022 with full zeal and
enthusiasm to honor the teachers for their compassionate
attention and Unconditional love for their students and providing
the best knowledge.
The day started with a special assembly done by the teachers. A
plethora of activities like cards distribution, singing, Dancing,
Self -Composed Shayari and Poetry Recitation was performed by
our beloved students. To make this day more remarkable, Awards
Distribution Ceremony was conducted for the teachers for their
relentless efforts and contribution in the field of teaching and
learning. The celebration ended with an inspiring speech given by
Honorable Manager Sir and Our Respected Principal Ma’am to
motivate their teachers to give their best in every field in future.
Overall, It was a glorious celebration.

गु�  ते रे  उपकार  का ,  कैसे  चुकाऊं  म�  मोल ,
लाख  क�मती  धन  भला ,  गु�  ह�  मे रे  अनमोल . . . . . .



Can we imagine a world without colors?
No, Not at all!!!
Nature itself has many colors which makes the
world look beautiful. Colors are indeed the smiles
of nature.
With this objective the students of Pre-School
and Pre-Primary celebrated “Red Day” on Friday,
08 July 2022.The ‘Red Day’ celebration was a
wonderful learning experience which helped
children to understand the concept of Primary
Colors. Students were explained about the
significance of Red color which stands for Love
and Compassion. To mark this day very special,
students and the teachers were dressed up in red
clothes. The little ones looked adorable in their
red outfits. A craft activity on lady bugs and
umbrella was performed by the young
brilliantians. The celebration was a fantastic
learning experience that assisted children in
sorting and categorizing objects based on color,
thereby reinforcing their cognitive skills.

RED DAY
EMPOWERING YOUNG MINDSEMPOWERING YOUNG MINDSEMPOWERING YOUNG MINDS



"THE STEP TOWARDS GREATNESS IS TO BE HONEST."

KEEPING THIS THOUGHT IN MIND,BRILLIANTS'
CONVENT ORGANISED AN ENACTMENT ACTIVITY FOR
THE STUDENTS OF PRE SCHOOL AND PRE-PRIMARY ON
THE TOPIC - "BEING HONEST & OBEDIENT" .
A VERY THOUGHT PROVOKING AND MEANINGFUL STORY
BASED ON THE THEME WAS NARRATED BY THE
TEACHERS USING BEAUTIFUL PROPS IN THE CLASS.
 THE WAY OF EXPLAINING AND NARRATING THE STORY
MADE THE STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT THE CHARACTERS.
APART FROM THAT,OUR TINY TOTS HAD LEARNT MORAL
VALUES FROM THE STORY LIKE BEING TRUTHFUL AND
HONEST, HELPING AND RESPECTING EVERYONE ..
THE ACTIVITY WAS AN ENLIGHTENING SESSION FOR
THE KIDS TO LEARN MORAL VALUES AND LIFE SKILLS.

ENACTMENT OF BEING HONEST



Lemonade Activity is used as an experiential
learning activity to help students apply
classroom topics to the world of education.
When children learn by doing, they retain
significantly more knowledge than through
lecture or reading. With an objective to develop
fine motor skills, this activity was conducted in
Pre-school and Pre-primary. Proper set up was
done by the teachers for preparing lemonade.
Our little chefs were asked to bring Lemons,
sugar and salt from their homes. The teachers
had provided hands-on experience to the young
kids by helping them make lemonade. Special
emphasis was given on vocabulary of action
words like squeeze, turn, push and pour while
making it. Apart from vocabulary, our tiny tots
had also learned the moral values of sharing and
giving. The lemonade prepared was served to
everyone in the school. Children relished and
enjoyed drinking lemonade with their friends.

LEMONADE

MAKING
ACTIVITY



GREEN DAYGREEN DAYGREEN DAY
CELEBRATIONCELEBRATIONCELEBRATION

                                                   Green – The color of Prosperity and Harmony
Green Day was celebrated with great zeal and ardor in the Nursery Wing on 27 July 2022.The
significance of green color was explained to kids. It also prompted our tiny tots to think how green
color energizes and revitalizes our lives. Our little brilliantians were dressed up in pretty green
attires as live models of green objects such as raw mango, frog, grapes, capsicum and what not.
The school campus was engorged with a plethora of activities like games, exhibition, quizzes, show
and tell activity, hand printing activity, introduction of green objects etc. was conducted for the
students to make them familiar about green color and its significance in a constructive manner.
The classrooms were bedecked with green flash cards, balloons, green objects used in day- to- day
life which filled the air with freshness, thrill, ecstasy and bliss. Show and Tell’ Activity was
conducted in class in which the children brought one green object from home and spoke a few lines
in front of the class. In order to deliver experiential learning, An exhibition on green day was put up
by the teachers wherein students were explained about the different virtues of green, its
importance in the National Flag, Traffic light,etc. They were also explained about the important
medicinal plants that we get from the green world. A beautiful hand printing activity on cactus and
peas was organized for our tiny tots. Students were introduced to various shades of green such as
aqua green, olive green, bottle green and parrot green. All these activities for this special green day
conveyed the message that we should not cut trees rather plant them. It was indeed a rejuvenating
and reviving experience for all the little champions.



AQUATIC ANIMALS 
 COMPETITION

A Role Play activity on Aquatic Animals was organized for the students of Pre
school and Pre-primary in school premises with an objective to show a token

of love, care and kindness towards animals and to develop a feeling of oneness
and coexistence with other species. 

All the toddlers participated well by dressing like different aquatic animals like
dolphin, shark, lobster, crab, whale, eel etc with full zeal and enthusiasm.The

excitement of the children was quite evident when they spoke confidently
about the specialities and uniqueness of different water animals they were

dressed as. 
Our young brilliantians had also recited poems with actions on aquatic

animals.
It was a wonderful feeling to see our little stars perform their roles in such

poise..



EMOTIONS DAYEMOTIONS DAY
The need of the hour is to know about our child's emotions and
feelings to build a healthy relationship..
Motivating our parents with this thought provoking idea ,
Brilliants'Convent organized an emotions day activity for our
little brilliantians as
A lot of parents feel like they don't really know how to help their
kids with their emotions.
Our teachers had conducted a few activities like Act -out,  show
with gestures, drawing & painting and play games with an
objective to make them familiar with their feelings and the ways
to express it to others.
Students were so confident to express their thoughts and feelings
to their teachers and promised to speak freely from now without
any hesitation.
The best part of the activity was 100% participation of our tiny
tots from each class.
The activity was a great success for everyone associated with it.



Brilliants ‘Convent School organized a Word train activity on 12
September,2022. Words Train is a beautiful learning game for
kids that helps the kids to learn the basic vocabulary words
along with their spellings. The hit and trial method makes it a fun
way to learn for the kids Under the able guidance of teacher, our
nursery kids were able to learn and relate the words with their
phonetic sounds. Moreover the teachers have explained the
initial and last sounds of the word. Kids enjoyed this game a lot
and participated enthusiastically. Teachers appreciated every
single child by giving rewards in the form of making stars on
their hands....

WORD TRAINWORD TRAIN
ACTIVITYACTIVITY



Maths Quiz
Co-curricular activities are the core of a school and play a

significant role in transforming the personalities of students.

To begin the post-pandemic session and provide students the

very environment of academics, a maths quiz was conducted

and students from respective houses namely Bhagat Singh

House, Gandhi House, Nehru House and Tagore House

participated with utmost enthusiasm. The quiz gave an insight

to children’s automatic Aptitude. There were four rounds in all

and each round was subjected to various skills such as

reasoning, logical thinking, time management and complicated

mathematical problems. All the houses performed with gusto

and bagged different positions. Gandhi house bagged the first

position, Bhagat Singh House secured second position followed

by Nehru House and Tagore House. The quiz culminated with

great performance by audience and a motivational speech for

Participation was delivered by our Respected Principal Ma’am.

QUALITY EDUCATION



Interhouse Social science quiz was conducted on 09 September 2022 inside the school

premises wherein our participants who belonged to different houses i.e. Bhagat Singh

House, Gandhi House, Nehru House and Tagore House respectively had participated

with full dedication and zeal. Different rounds were conducted to check the

knowledge and general awareness of the students. The motto of this quiz was to

build confidence of students and help them retain their knowledge and information

about different arenas of history, geography, political science and economics. The

winner of the quiz was Nehru House. Second Position was bagged by Tagore House.

Third position was secured by Gandhi House and at last, fourth position was bagged

by Bhagat Singh House.

Inter-House Social
Science Quiz



     Ad- mad show -where creativity meets madness...
 

With an objective to make our students familiar with the
promotional strategies in marketing through advertisements,

Brilliants’ Convent organized an advertisement making
competition i.e. Ad-mad show on 23 August 2022 for the

students of Class XI and XII (commerce department) to
showcase their creativity and business skills. The show was quite

humorous in nature while delivering a conceptual AD
presentation. All the teams had tried their level best in

exhibiting very effective and useful advertisements. The
students have participated with full dedication and enthusiasm
as it helped them to enhance their skills in terms of expression,
voice modulation and dialogue delivery. Most of the students

came up with unique ideas and well-written scripts for the
advertisements. It was an excellent learning experience and all
the teams were appreciated for their efforts as it was a great

teamwork. Our Respected Principal Dr.Reeta Hashia
appreciated the young marketers to explore and adopt the life

skills and blessed them for their future endeavors.
 

Ad-mad show



Debate
The school organized an Inter house debate competition on 13

September 2022 for class IX to XII on the most thought
provoking topics entitled “Online classes: a boon or a Bane”
and “Social media - a distraction”. The contestants debated

wholeheartedly as they poured their inherent feelings in the
most competent and confident manner. The discussion and

the debating issues held the audience stick to their seats while
they pondered on the justification and points raised by the
contestants. The judges had a difficult time in giving their

judgement as all the contestants proved their mettle and set
the stage on fire through their commendable oratory skills.

The student participants were earmarked for their excellent
performance by Our Respected Principal Ma’am.

 
For junior category - Gandhi House secured the first position
For senior category - Tagore House secured the first position



Acne Clearing Serum
For oily and acne-prone skins

HINDI DIWAS
To pay tribute to the mother language of India, Hindi
Diwas was celebrated in school premises on 14
September 2022.
BCS conducted Poem Recitation activity for the
students of Pre school and Pre-primary wherein
maximum students had participated wholeheartedly in
the activity and gave their best by presenting different
rhymes using props, actions and gestures under the
guidance of their respective teachers.
After that a beautiful rhyme on "�ह� दी मेरी भाषा है,�ह� दी मेरी
आशा है," was recited  by the  teachers highlighting the
importance of hindi language in our nation.. 
Our little champions had enjoyed the day to the fullest
by singing rhymes.The event concluded with the
distribution of sweets to our students.



Eco Week(11July-17 July)
Moving Forward with the Celebration of Eco-week, BCS conducted various awareness activities such as
Sapling Plantation Drive, Poster Making, Street Play and Rally on Save Environment, Our Proud Global
Brilliantians took out a rally wherein students distributed the message cards, paper bags and shouted the
slogans on the street, thereby made local people along with school children of nearby school Bal Bharati,
Pitampura and everyone aware about the dire need of saving the planet at this juncture. A significant
message was delivered by our Eco Club member students that it is the responsibility of every global citizen to
look after the resources and safeguard our precious Mother Earth...

Day 1
To sensitize students about the importance of conserving environment, Brilliants’ Convent
celebrated
Day 1 of ECO-WEEK, wherein our students participated in poster making and slogan writing
competition
very enthusiastically.
Day 2
To stop creating plastic pollution, students of Brilliants’ Convent participated in Planter
Making Activity
by reusing waste plastic bottles and containers. The output was really commendable.
Day 3
Moving ahead with Eco week,
A special assembly was conducted with a significant theme - Save Environment; in which
our young
Brilliantians performed Nukkad Natak to raise awareness about the rising environmental
pollution.
Day 4
Be the change you wish to see on this Earth..

Envisioning a better tomorrow



Road Safety
Drive

Fast drive could be the last drive
In order to improve safety, reduce road crash
casualties and to sensitize our global students

about the rules and regulations which are
mandatory to follow while travelling or driving with

caution, BCS conducted Road Safety Drive Week
2022 from 18 July 2022 to 22 July 2022 wherein

our young brilliantians were made aware about the
necessity to abide by the rules of road safety like
the use of safety belts, wearing helmets, caution

for pedestrians etc. designed by Traffic Police. This
drive included a few activities like awareness

programme in the form of campaigning, drawings,
offline and online quizzes wherein our top three

student winners were awarded with attractive gifts
and student  participants had received

participation certificates for the same. The team of
Delhi traffic Police visited our school premises and
provided abundant knowledge to young learners by
showing hand actions to promote safety with an

aim to save one, save all.



O A T H  T A K I N G
C E R E M O N Y

The wisdom to follow, the courage to lead!
To develop leadership qualities among the children, election for
the school parliament is held every year. It aims at familiarizing
children with the process of election, democratic values and
knowledge of election. The school captain and vice captain are
elected directly by the children through direct voting in the most
democratic way. Varun Khokkar was chosen as the head boy and
Moureen Sharma was chosen as the head girl of
Brilliants’Convent. Captains, vice captains and monitors were
also selected under the guidance of the worthy Principal Ma’am
to represent the school. The student council members had taken
oath to fulfill their duties with sincere loyalty and dedication.
Respected Principal Ma’am was invited on stage to wish the
Newly elected council and Jatin sir also congratulated them all
and wished a great successful session for the school. The event
was conducted gracefully and everyone enjoyed the experience
of elections.



P O L L I N G
D A Y

Envisioning a better tomorrow!
Polling day was conducted on 25-July-2022 wherein the students
from Class III to XII casted their valuable votes to the nominated
candidates for the post of Head Boy and Head girl for the session
2022-2023. All the selected council members had designed their
symbols for vote appeal to compete in this council. Students
thought, discussed and then gave votes to the deserving
candidates they felt eligible for holding up their duties and
responsibilities well . All the Classes got an opportunity to cast
their valuable vote on the polling day and teachers inked the
students on their index finger and marked them voted. Overall it
was a very well planned programme and was executed in an
organized manner. Our Respected Principal Ma’am had
appreciated the efforts of whole team who organized the polling
day.



BOARD RESULTS-X

PROUD BRILLIANTIANS-PROUD BRILLIANTIANS-PROUD BRILLIANTIANS-
OUR ACADEMIC ACHIEVERSOUR ACADEMIC ACHIEVERSOUR ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS



BOARD RESULTS-XII



Awards and Achievements


















